Pursuant to Article 110, paragraph 7 of the Energy Law (“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, no. 5/16), the Ministry of Economy hereby issues the

**RULEBOOK**

**ON REQUIREMENTS TO BE MET BY LEGAL ENTITIES FOR SURVEY AND MEASUREMENT POWER POTENTIAL OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES**

(“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, no. 52/17 of 8 August 2017)

**Subject matter**

**Article 1**

This Rulebook shall lay down the requirements in terms of qualified personnel and equipment to be met by legal entities for survey and measurement of power potential of renewable energy sources.

**Definitions**

**Article 2**

Certain terms used in the present Rulebook shall have the following meanings:

1) measurement location is the area where the survey and measurement of the power potential of a renewable energy source are carried out;
2) measurement point is the place at the measurement location at which the equipment and measuring devices are installed, and
3) measurement/survey results are data collected from measuring devices, including analysis of data collected during measurement.

**Requirements to be met by legal entities surveying and measuring the power potential of a renewable energy source**

**Article 3**

Survey and measurement of hydropower potential may be carried out by a legal entity permanently employing a mechanical engineer with specialisation in power generation or a civil engineer with specialization in hydro technology or a hydrogeological engineer or a physicist with at least one year working experience in the field of survey and measurement of hydropower potential, which has devices for measuring the flow of water and water levels (hydrometric wing, electromagnetic or ultrasound probe, salt-dilution flow measuring device, automatic water level recorder, etc.

Survey and measurement of wind power potential may be carried out by a legal entity permanently employing a mechanical engineer with specialization in power generation or a physicist with at least one year of working experience in the field of survey and measurement of wind power potential, and which has devices for measuring the wind power potential and equipment for installing measuring devices (anemometer, etc).

**Documents accompanying the application**

**Article 4**

Together with the application for a licence for survey and measurement of power potential of a renewable energy source, the applicant shall submit:

1) an extract from the Central Registry of Economic Entities (hereinafter referred to as the “CRPS”) or other appropriate registry, if the applicant is a legal entity;
2) a copy of the personal identification document, if the applicant is a natural person or an entrepreneur;
3) an extract from the CRPS or other appropriate registry for the legal entity with which the applicant has concluded a contract on the survey and measurement of the power potential of a renewable energy source;

4) specification of the survey and measurement of the power potential of a renewable energy source, with a list of measuring equipment and devices, a measurement programme and methodology for the processing of measurement data and for the calculation of the power potential of renewable energy sources;

5) graphical display of the measurement location with the measuring point marked thereon;

6) data on the location for survey and measurement (location boundaries, municipality, cadastral municipality, cadastral parcel, cadastral plan);

7) property deed for cadastral parcels on which the installation of measuring devices at the measurement location is planned;

8) proof of resolved property law relations for the measurement point, and

9) proof of qualified personnel of the legal entity which will be surveying and measuring the power potential of a renewable energy source.

Revocation

Article 5

The Rulebook on more detailed requirements legal entity should meet in order to perform measurement and survey of renewable energy sources potential (“Official Gazette of Montenegro” 28/11) shall be repealed on the day of entry into force of this Rulebook.

Entry into force

Article 6

This Rulebook shall enter into force on the eighth day following that of its publication in the “Official Gazette of Montenegro”.
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